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FH-BH 8 & 9 BACKHOE



























CAUTION: Never raise 3-PT position/draft lever while backhoe is
connected, damage could occur to linkage and hydraulic system or
void the warranty. Use mechanical means to secure levers in down
positions.



-After removing from crate.

-You may need suitable support to lift and hold backhoe behind 3 pt during assembly.

-Remove plug on top of Hydraulic Tank and fill with  Tractor

Hydraulic Fluid to level indicator on side of tank.

USE EXTREMECAUTIONDURING CONNECTION TO THE TRACTOR.

-The 3-PT mounting frame is adjustable to suit most tractor models with Cat 1 3-PT
linkage.

1. Connect tractor 3-PT arms to lower mounting frame pins. *
2. Connect PTO and move bucket down to lift boom to move main frame into vertical

position. Lower stabilizers to balance backhoe. Raise Lift Arms until 3-PT top link
frame will be close to horizontal with top link connection on tractor. See below for
PTO Connection details.

3. Connect and Adjust top link assembly. 1 bolt under tower (Longest), 2 bolts in middle
(Medium Length), and 1 bolt to top link.

4. Connect left hand and right hand lock out brace to the correct hole and secure the
bolt and nut tightly. (Shortest Bolts)

5. Lower and manually lock the tractor 3-PT position/Draft Lever. (See Tractor’s
Operation Manual)

-Attach Seat with bolts & nuts provided.

-Operate all cylinders in and out 2 times. Check Oil Level again and fill as needed.

-Attach all safety labels

-Grease all 28 points as detailed below in Lubrication Section

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS DURING ASSEMBLY PLEASE CALL
SUPPORT AT (541)895-3083, Assembly Video is posted on Vimeo.com

* Most people will raise the lower 3-PT hitch arm
to a lever position and then adjust the main frame
to vertical. This is fine and is the best position for
safe transport, however the lower or closer the
backhoe is to the ground the deeper it can dig.























































FARMER HELPER MACHINERY REGISTRATION




